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In today’s world, organizations are faced with multiple challenges: the underlying technologies are changing 
rapidly and the software is being updated continuously to keep up with these changes. Adoption of Cloud, IoT, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Machine Learning (ML) has brought a multitude of changes by coupling with 
iterative methodologies such as Agile, and has created numerous interfaces that are getting embedded in the 
core software that businesses use quite often.

Rapid software development and releases warrant a significant number of test cases to be designed and 
executed on each release. This cannot be done manually alone, and that has given rise to a decent percentage 
of test cases that get automated through either open source or commercial tools so that the scripts can run at 
a click of a button to make sure software remains intact despite ongoing changes. One such renowned 
automation tool is Micro Focus UFT (formerly with HP and Mercury) which has tight integration with Application 
Life Cycle Management (ALM) or Quality Center (QC) for test case/script management.

Introduction

A Quick Overview Of Micro Focus ALM/QC 
And UFT

Micro Focus ALM (Application Life Cycle 
Management) is a centralized application 
management platform that is a combination of a 
common platform, several key applications, and a 
dashboard targeted at managing the core 
life cycle of applications, from design through 
readiness for delivery to operations, within a single 
workflow. 

UFT, formerly known as QTP, is an automated 
testing software designed to perform functional 
and regression testing through a user interface (UI) 
such as a native GUI or web interface. It works by 
identifying the objects in the application user 
interface or a web page to perform desired 
operations such as mouse clicks or keyboard 
events.

ALM includes Micro Focus Quality Center that can 
be used for a single project or across multiple IT 
projects to manage application quality across the 
entire application life cycle. The solution provides 
requirements management, release and cycle 
management, test management, defect 
management, and reporting from a single 
platform. Users can use Quality Center to store 
UFT assets such as tests, shared object repositories, 
libraries, recovery scenarios, and external test 
data.

Traditionally, hundreds of man-hours were spent 
on creating these UFT test automation scripts either 

in ALM/QC tool or directly in local repositories. 
However, such scripts may or may not get 
integrated to the rest of the product and 
requirement management tools such as JIRA, Rally, 
VersionOne, etc. With the recent agile 
development trend of having an integrated view of 
software artifacts, either under one or a limited 
number of tools that are tightly integrated, with 
each other businesses have started shifting to 
newer tools that are more cost-efficient and 
support better integration with third-party tools.

A Quick Overview Of Tricentis qTest

qTest is a test management platform developed by 
QASymphony and later acquired by Tricentis. It is 
designed to function seamlessly with agile product 
management tools in terms of bringing and 
collaborating from the test life cycle standpoint. 
Tricentis qTest helps users significantly improve 
their productivity. It enables traceability with 
automatic linking across requirements, test cases, 
results, and defects, allowing users to save time 
and focus their skills on other pressing needs. 
Users can share notifications instantly, and 
comment to members of their team or other 
teams. The platform also features seamless 
integrations with several leading third-party 
applications such as JIRA, Rally, and Version One 
among others.

The major advantage is that qTest can be plugged 
directly into an existing bug tracking system and it 
also has an Universal Agent which lets you 
integrate UFT Tests.
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Organizations are moving towards tools and solutions like qTest that are tightly integrated with the agile 
development tool, including the organizations that have legacy test management tools like Quality Center 
for number of years. It is ideal to have organizations dealing with tools that are natively integrated to each 
other like UFT and Quality Center from Micro Focus and qTest and TOSCA from Tricentis. But what if 
organizations have built 1000’s of UFT scripts over the years and cannot really migrate over to TOSCA, 
and rather just migrate the Test Management tool from UFT to qTest? 

The key here with UFT & ALM/QC is that they are tightly integrated since they both come from Micro Focus; 
the same goes for qTest and TOSCA too in terms of integration.

That’s not exactly the case when we consider the combination of UFT for automation and qTest for test 
management, although Tricentis has a universal agent that connects qTest with UFT test scripts. This should 
not be an issue with manual test cases as they could be ported over easily, but that’s not the case with 
automation scripts that have version controls, function libraries, reusable libraries, reporting structure, 
execution history, driver files, and support underlining framework. The question is that how easily can 
1000’s of automated UFT scripts be migrated from ALM/QC to qTest and be operational? 

Problem Statement

Top 6 Challenges Faced By Organizations While Migrating To qTest

Tricentis qTest does not 
provide any native and 
ready-made tool/solution to 
migrate the UFT scripts from 
ALM to qTest.

Tricentis Professional Services 
for migration is certainly an 
option but that could be 
time-consuming and 
expensive (think of ROI).

In-house manual migration 
would require dedicated 
engineers and considerable 
time and effort.

Creating new scripts in Tricentis 
qTest or Tosca would require 
re-training and re-skilling the 
workforce leading to extensive 
time-frame for delivery and 
extended costs.

Even if the existing regression 
suite is automated, the effort 
required to re-automate in 
the new tool for creating new 
test scripts is a huge task and 
requires duplicate effort. 

No third-party ready-made 
solutions are available in the 
market. 
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While we all know that QC to qTest migration of UFT scripts can be done manually, Marlabs recommends 
the following approach/solution in an automated fashion to help wrap this up quickly, smoothly, and 
effectively in an accelerated fashion.

We recommend a 5-step approach for 
automated migration

Step 1:  Exporting UFT scripts from ALM/QC 

This step involves exporting all UFT test scripts that 
are hosted in the ALM at the time of migration by 
retaining the same folder structure in local 
drive/repository unless they are already version 
controlled through third-party SCM like GIT or 
SVN.

Step 2:  Removing ALM/QC dependency  

Two types of dependencies must be considered 
here:

 Removal of ALM/QC dependencies with UFT 
“Function Library” and “Object Repository” 
that are associated with each test script.

 Removal of ALM/QC reference path that is 
typically specified when calling reusable 
scripts. 

Step 3:  qTest Host & Universal Agent Set-Up 

In order to execute UFT test scripts in a batch and 
from qTest Manager, we first setup qTest Host and 
Universal Agent (Provided by Tricentis) to point to 
the desired UFT scripts location in the local 
directory/repository. In addition, we setup host in 
the instance where UFT script execution is 
expected to be carried out. 

NOTE: This is more of an environment setup that 
needs to be performed manually unless the given 
environment is controlled through automated 
configuration management tools.

Step 4:  Folder Structure in qTest Manager 

We create a place-holder for all the UFT test 
scripts that are available in the qTest Manager so 
that we can select the required test scripts while 
execution and track the execution status.  

Step 5:  Unit Testing of Migrated Script

Make sure that all migrated UFT test scripts can be 
executed when triggered from qTest Manager.

Migration Approach Recommended by Marlabs
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Here’s a visual idea of how this migration takes place and the savings that can be achieved:

Architecture diagram of UFT integrating with qTest Manager

The workflow - Automation in qTest with UFT

 Test scripts to be executed must be selected from qTest Manager and then execution 

request should be initiated to qTest Host. 

 qTest Host would pull respective UFT scripts from the version control system into a local 

temporary directory and then trigger the execution of the selected tests. 

 Once the execution of all the scripts is completed, UFT generated results file would be 

parsed to identify the execution status of each script. 

 qTest Host will update the execution status of each UFT test back to qTest Manager.
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COST SAVINGS: Assuming an average cost of $50 per hour, the approximate cost to conduct this 
migration manually would be about $18,000 while the same can be cut down to $4,250 by 
following the recommended automated approach, that would result in about 75% savings. 
Savings will be even higher if the manual migration is attempted by QA team with no prior 
migration experience. 

Estimate for an average size of 500 UFT Scripts with resources who conducted similar 
migrations in the past.

Description Manual Effort
(Hrs)

Automated Effort
(Hrs)

Comments#

Step 1
Exporting Test Scripts 
from ALM 

Manual migration of a 
single script will take 
around 5 minutes

50 5

Step 2
Removing the ALM 
Dependency 

Manual migration of a 
single script will take 
around 25 minutes

250 20

Step 3
Setting-up the qTest 
Host and Universal 
Agent

Time required to setup in 1 
system (manual process)2 2

Step 4
Automation of Script 
place-holder in qTest 
Manager

8 8

Total Effort (In Hrs) 360 85

NOTE: Automation effort 
does not include data 
preparation activities

Total Effort (Person Days) 45 10.6

Step 5
Unit Testing of 
Migrated Scripts 50 50
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Marlabs, being a System Integrator (SI)/IT services provider and an official partner of Tricentis, 
can be of your assistance with this migration. Besides the savings that you see with automation, 
you would gain additional savings through Marlabs with:

 Highly specialized and experienced migration task-force to get things done quickly in your 

environment.

 Error-free migration to achieve the software quality your business demands.

 Speed and stability to enable you to be confident about your time to migrate and market.

Summary

It is always great to look for effective and efficient solutions that improve quality while gaining 
savings. The approach outlined here has been carried out and implemented across multiple 
customers under varied domains/industries. Marlabs strongly believes that this approach can 
be applied to any environment, and hopefully to other test management tool migrations as well 
to qTest. We hope that it helps you in your future planned/proposed migration initiatives. 

Success Stories Created Through Marlabs Migration Solution

A company that provides easy and safe loans saved 70% of costs, without migration 
downtime. Adopting our solution to migrate to qTest dramatically improved the 
application quality.

This customer has two major applications with a team of developers working round-the-clock to 
deliver new features. Marlabs helped consolidate all the UFT tests in the ALM/QC  and established 
a migration approach in multiple phases to enable cost savings. These savings were delivered 
through automated migration solution of manual tasks, a rapid approach to migrate UFT scripts 
to qTest, and extensive automation supported by tools and scripts developed by our in-house team 
of experts.

Marlabs Assistance With Migration 
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Marlabs Quality Engineering services provide Digital Assurance solutions that help customers 

improve the quality and performance of their software applications along with faster 

time-to-market and reduced quality costs. Our end-to-end outcome-based testing process is 

aligned with the client’s strategic and operational goals to provide maximum value by 

conducting comprehensive testing across the digital value chain and the entire digital ecosystem. 

A combination of our experience, our strategy, methodical approach, and our proprietary test 

automation frameworks together have been helping customers save up to 30% of the testing 

cost with up to 25% reduced time-to-market.

Here is how organizations can benefit from Marlabs Quality Engineering capabilities

 Dedicated Testing Center of Excellence (CoE)

 Homegrown as well as partner-built Test Automation platforms 

 Ready-to-deploy migration solutions that deliver an instant return on investment (ROI)

 Improved software quality, reliability, and predictability enabled by our test processes, 

knowledge management, and domain focus

Marlabs Quality Engineering Services Overview

Strategic 
Consulting

Specialized 
Testing

Security, Cloud 
& Infra Testing

QA Validation 
Services

Automation & 
Performance Testing

DevOps & 
Continuous Testing

Mobile TestingBI / Analytics 
Testing

Q
ua

lity 
Engineering Services

Marlabs Quality Engineering - Your Trusted 
Digital Transformation Partner 
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In the current digital era, technology is not only changing the world at a brisk pace but also the 
expectations of the customers. Customers are demanding everything to be instant, everywhere, 
seamless, and best-in-class, which requires a different level of thought process with both - Software 
Development and Software Testing. In organizations that consistently need to deliver value to customers 
with high agility and short lead times, the pressure on QA is enormous. With in-depth knowledge of the 
industry context, quality focus, and the highest level of productivity, we help you achieve seamless 
transitions to newer, more effective technologies. With Marlabs as your digital transformation partner, 
you will create a technological ecosystem that grows with the changing demands of the customers and 
perform optimally always. 

Conclusion
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https://bit.ly/2YXuU0B

https://bit.ly/3dmVLbD
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